Identifying the animal origins of RNA viruses requires years of field and laboratory studies that stall responses to emerging infectious diseases. Using large genomic and ecological datasets, we demonstrate that animal reservoirs and the existence and identity of arthropod vectors can be predicted directly from viral genome sequences via machine learning. We illustrate the ability of these models to predict the epidemiology of diverse viruses across most human-infective families of single-stranded RNA viruses, including 69 viruses with previously elusive or never-investigated reservoirs or vectors. Models such as these, which capitalize on the proliferation of low-cost genomic sequencing, can narrow the time lag between virus discovery and targeted research, surveillance, and management.
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P
reventing emerging viral infections-including Ebola, SARS, and Zika-requires identification of reservoir hosts and/or bloodfeeding arthropod vectors that perpetuate viruses in nature. Current practice requires combining evidence from field surveillance, phylogenetics, laboratory experiments, and realworld interventions but is time consuming and often inconclusive (1) . This creates prolonged periods of uncertainty that may amplify economic and health losses. We aimed to develop a general model to predict reservoir hosts and arthropod vectors across single-stranded RNA (ssRNA) viruses, the viral group most commonly implicated in zoonotic disease outbreaks (2) , building on the modern expansion of low-cost viral sequence data (3) .
We collected a single representative genome sequence per viral species or strain from 12 taxonomic groups (11 families and one order) of ssRNA viruses that can infect humans; that is, 80% of all human-infective groups (Fig. 1A) . For each virus, we used extensive literature searches to determine currently accepted reservoir hosts (437 viruses, 11 reservoir groups), whether transmission involves an arthropod vector (527 viruses), and if so, the identity of arthropod vectors (98 viruses, four vector groups). To maximize predictive scope, reservoir and vector groups included the mostfrequent sources of emerging human viruses as well as other common hosts in human-infective viral families (e.g., fish, plants, and insects) (2, 4) .
Because related viruses often have closely related hosts owing to cospeciation and preferential host switching among related host species, we first designed an algorithm to predict host associations from viral phylogenetic relatedness alone (5, 6) . This phylogenetic neighborhood (PN) model identified the reservoir hosts of 58.1 ± 0.07% (±SD) of viruses, whether or not 95 ± 0.24% of viruses were transmitted by an arthropod vector, as well as the vector identity of 67.2 ± 0.12% of arthropod-borne viruses. Biases in viral genome composition can also inform host-virus associations. Specifically, viral codon pair and dinucleotide biases are reported to mimic those of their hosts, representing either a genome-wide strategy for adaptation to specific host groups or genomic imprinting by the host cellular machinery that viruses co-opt for replication (7) . In any case, genomic biases can coarsely discriminate viruses from different host groups within several well-studied viral families (8) (9) (10) . However, whether genomic biases can predict hosts from smaller or less-studied groups of viruses remains unresolved (11) . We quantified 4229 traits from the 536 viral genomes in our dataset, including all possible codon pair, dinucleotide, codon, and amino acid biases (6) (fig. S1 ). When all traits were weighted equally, dissimilarity-based clustering grouped viruses predominately by viral taxonomy; however, paraphyly of most viral groups implied selective forces on viral genomic biases that outweighed phylogenetic history (Fig. 1, B and C). Generalized linear mixed models further revealed that even after controlling for effects of viral taxonomy, some genomic biases of viruses were correlated with their reservoir and vector associations, suggesting host effects on viral genomes that transcend viral groups (figs. S2 to S7). We hypothesized that combining host-associated genomic biases with viral PNs could maximize prediction of reservoirs and vectors from viral sequence data.
We addressed this challenge by using supervised machine learning, a class of statistical models that can integrate multiple traits that carry a weak signal in isolation but build a strong signal when optimally weighted (12) . Gradient boosting machines (GBMs) (13) outperformed seven alternative classifiers in predicting host associations from viral genomic biases and identified the most informative genomic traits for each aspect of viral ecology (figs. S8 to S12). GBMs combining selected genomic traits (SelGen) with viral PNs predicted reservoir hosts with up to 83.5% accuracy, distinguishing all 11 reservoir groups, including taxonomic divisions within the birds (i.e., Neoaves versus Galloanserae) and bats [i.e., Pteropodiformes ("Pterobat") versus Vespertilioniformes ("Vespbat")] (Fig. 2A) . Reservoirs of arthropod-borne and non-arthropod-borne viruses were predicted equally well (c 2 test, P = 0.5). Averaging predictions across observations of each virus in models trained on different data subsets (i.e., "bagging") improved prediction of most reservoir groups, such that the reservoirs of 71.9% of all viruses in the study were correctly assigned. GBMs lacking PN or SelGen misclassified the reservoirs of 33 and 22 more viruses, respectively (Fig. 2 , B and C).
We trained two additional sets of models that focused on arthropod-borne transmission (6) . The first nearly perfectly identified which viruses were transmitted by arthropod vectors. Combined GBMs were most accurate overall (bagged accuracy = 97.0%) ( Fig. 2D and fig. S11 ). Only 5 out of 527 viruses were misclassified by all three GBMs (PN, SelGen, and combined), potentially reflecting uncertainty in some currently accepted transmission routes (supplementary text). The second set of models distinguished transmission by all four vector classes (bagged accuracy = 90.8%) (Fig. 2 , E and F). Ranking traits according to their predictive power showed that midge and sandfly vectors were identified predominately from genomic biases, whereas mosquito and tick vectors were strongly correlated with viral phylogeny (fig. S12). Accuracy declined by 9.2 and 2.0 percentage points for GBMs lacking SelGen or PN (Fig. 2G) . Thus, although phylogeny and genome-wide biases are partially correlated, algorithms successfully exploited independent information in each for all three prediction types.
All models misclassified some currently accepted hosts. We therefore analyzed whether attributes of predictions could help assess their veracity. Predictions with higher GBM probability [bagged prediction strength (BPS)] were correct more often than those diffused across multiple host groups (fig. S13, A to C). Furthermore, when models misclassified viruses, the true host was most often the second-ranked prediction, such that study-wide accuracy for reservoir and vector prediction rose to 81 and 95.9%, respectively, when considering the top two predictions as plausible (Fig. 2, C and G, and fig. S13 , D and E). Consequently, BPS provides a confidence metric, such that weaker predictions imply that alternative hosts should be considered in order of their relative support.
We next used our trained models to predict the natural epidemiology of viruses with previously unknown hosts (hereafter "orphan" viruses). As expected from the accuracy of our models on viruses with known hosts, model-projected reservoirs and vectors often matched those suspected from epidemiological investigations (Fig. 3 and figs. S14 to S16). For example, we predicted an artiodactyl reservoir for human enteric coronavirus 4408, a suspected spillover infection from cows into humans; a primate reservoir of O'nyong-nyong virus, for which humans are the presumed reservoir; and that outbreaks of Tembusu virus in domestic ducks follow crossspecies transmission from wild Neoaves (14-16).
Other results pointed to unexpected reservoirs. For example, all four orphan ebolaviruses had greater support for the commonly accepted Pterobat (suborder Pteropodiformes) than for Vespbat (suborder Vespertilioniformes) reservoirs, but surprisingly, Bundibugyo and Tai Forest ebolaviruses had equal or stronger support for primate reservoirs. This indicates that signals learned from primate viruses from divergent viral families occurred in these ebolavirus genomes. Neither species of ebolavirus has been detected in bats (17) , and the slow evolution of genomic biases in filoviruses implied that the observed signal could not have evolved during short chains of transmission in primates (fig. S17). The possibility of an undiscovered primate ebolavirus reservoir therefore deserves empirical validation. For viruses without conjectured reservoirs or vectors, we generate candidates for prioritized surveillance. For example, Bas-Congo virus caused an outbreak of hemorrhagic fever in the Democratic Republic of the Congo and was detected in humans only (18) . Our models predicted an artiodactyl reservoir, a high probability of arthropod-borne transmission, and midges as the likely vector of this emerging disease (Fig. 3,  A and C) . Such predictions may ultimately support earlier interventions targeting appropriate reservoirs or vectors that interrupt the critical early phases of outbreaks or limit future reemergence. Likewise, our models can provide ecological insights for virus discovery programs (Fig. 3B) .
By virtue of using slowly evolving biases spread across viral genomes, our models predict taxa that maintain long-term viral circulation rather than bridge hosts that sustain insufficient chains of transmission to imprint evolutionary signals in viral genomes (e.g., pig hosts of bat-borne Nipah virus). Similarly, sustained transmission by divergent hosts may create conflicting signals that obscure model predictions (supplementary text). Finally, models predict only the reservoir and vector groups used for training and will erroneously assign a host from these same categories if applied to viruses from host groups that were too rare to include (fig. S18). As virus discoveries expand databases, evaluating predictive accuracy for additional host groups will be an important improvement.
In summary, we created a machine learning framework that leverages traits from individual viruses with network-derived information from their relatives to predict: (i) the reservoir hosts of 12 key groups of RNA viruses, (ii) whether their transmission involves an arthropod vector, and (iii) the identity of that vector. Our models make these predictions, supply quantitative measures of confidence, and provide relative support for alternatives from single genome sequences, with no requirement for experiments, longitudinal surveillance, or genomes of candidate reservoirs or vectors. As viral genomes are now produced within hours of detection (19) , algorithms that rapidly generate field-testable hypotheses from sequence data narrow the gap between virus discovery and actionable understanding of virus ecology.
